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he was taken ill... and a weaver was obliged to lose half a day or a
whole day*.84
The third group of women and children worked for the silk-
throwsters. These again fell into two divisions: those who attended to
the throwing mill on the throwster's premises, and those to whom work
was given out to be done at home. These people were the poorest of the
poor; in fact one of the chief grounds on which the throwsters appealed
for favours for their trade was that they employed many hundreds of
poor people, chiefly women and children from about the age of seven.85
The throwing mill in its early form was a kind of wooden cage or turret
turned by a handle connected with a cog-wheel A number of bobbins
on which silk had been wound were attached to the mill whose turning
gave a twist to the silk and transferred it from the bobbins to the arms
of Dwindles or reels* where it was wound in skeins. The mills used in
London were made by the loom-makers who could set up in business
with £50, while the capital needed by the throwster was chiefly used
for silk, so that the machinery and premises of a throwster employing
*	hands* by the hundred must have been of a rudimentary kind.86
Thomas Pearson, a silk-throwster of Goodman's Fields, said in 1755
that he employed about 800 people, some of whom worked on his mill
which had 160 bobbins, and some at home.87 Far the greater number
apparently worked at home, as it was said that one person was enough
to attend a mill with 200 bobbins *to put new bobbins or spools in lieu
of those discharged of their silk and to tie the ends when they break*.
The work done at home seems to have been winding the silk on the
bobbins ready for the mill and 'doubling* it when it had been thrown
once.
From about 1732 silk-winding was a common occupation in London
workhouses where it superseded the less profitable spinning of mop-
yarn.88 It hardly seems possible that this can have lowered the wages of
silk-winders or degraded the occupation which was evidently in the
lowest grade of casual unskilled work. As the silk was constantly being
*	embezzled * there is a good deal of incidental information in the Sessions
Papers. One poor woman who was a lodger in a tenement would take
in winding or doubling and employ others still poorer, who often
divided their time between winding and 'selling things about the
streets*.

